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' PR0CEEDINGS

I 2 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: Good afternoon, ladies and

3 gentlemen. This afternoon's meeting is to discuss the revised

draft staff requirements memorandum to the NRC staff which4

~

would provide Commission guidance on the administration of5

backfit decisions and the Commission's backfit rule 10 CFR6

7 Part 50.109.

Time permitting, we will also resume our discussionse

on the proposed rule to revise and supplement Section 50.109.e

to We have asked that the NRC staff office directors most
.

directly affected by backfit policy be present today to11

respond to Commissioner questions.32

I would like Jim Tourtellottee to summarize the( is

i4 provisions of the draft SRM. I have a few suggested changes

of my own which I have marked up and can distribute to theis

Commissioners when the time comes. He also have a memo fromse

Commissioner Ahearne making some other pertinent comments andi7

when we get to that point, I have an alternate proposal foris

paragraph six based on some of his suggestions.i,

llhy don't I first let Mr. Tourtellotte summarize the2o
4

provisions and I will bring up the comments at the appropriatemi

time.j 22
'I

! COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I have sort of a broader22

2, concern, too, af ter Jim's presenta tion.
't

CHAI,RMAN PALLADIN0: Fine. Are there any. openingas

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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'
I comments?
|

2 .(No response.)

CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: All right, Jim.'

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: By way of introduction, let me4

say that this Staff Requirements Memu as. it is currently5

drafted, we had an agreement between the staff and those of

us who are working on backfit in the task force on the contents

of it, so all of these contents are words upon which at least*

when I last discussed it with the staf f, we were in full
'* agreement.

" CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: We will change that.

(Laughter.)''

' MR. TOURTELLOTTE: As you will note, there are sixb

paragraphs. The first paragraph briefly says that we will''

use the operating license as a baseline for making a determin-''

ation as to whether to apply Section 50.109' as it now exists.'S

is, all operating plants af ter the issuance of this SRM" That

will have that backfitting rule applied to them.is

Paragraph two discusses generic requirements and'8
.

i

the purpose of that paragraph is basically to answer the2
, -

!
question which Jim'had relative to what are you going to do2i

,

|

with generic requirements and are we going to have redundant'22

! i

|
reviews or are we not going to have redundant reviews. The

23
_

i

| purpose is to make it clear that we- are not. TH6 generic
24

q
'

) be revi ewed. separately.
|

requirements will25
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4

!

!., ' CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: You used the word, " redundant

2
review." I don' t like the word, " redundant" wi th the word ,

1
'

" review."

# ! COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Duplicative?

! I

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: When we get to that, I will give
'

' '

' ' you my suggested changes.

7 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: The idea is that we would not have

a more than one review of the same subject.

* COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You could just say that.

'O MR. TOURTELLOTTE: The third paragraph tells you

what procedures will be followed in applying 50.109 to operating''

12 licenses and that will be section IV-B of the CRGR Charter

.i

|0 is approved by the Commission June 16, 1982.

I <

t' : Paragraph four was in response to some suggestion that

we outline in the SRM exactly what we mean by regulatory85

le requirements.

I
17 - paragraph fiVe simply says that the ED0 will provide

!
the Commission with a plan describing the procedures that theis

is staff intends to use in implementing this SRM.r

i

! Paragraph six is a paragraph which specifies that a2a

study will be conducted and completed hopefully.by July 15th21

! :2 to determine what, if anything, can be done with those plants

where they are between the issuance of the construction permit23

"
24 and the operating license.

t

j That, as I indicated, we had agreed upon .as being what25
i

TAYLOE . ASSOCIATES
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' would be in the contents of the SRM. On the face of my

2 transmittal note, I also suggested that the Commission might

want to consider whether this study would be coordinated

# between the staff and the task force and I stated the reasons
5 why I thought that might be beneficial. I think it would save

.

8 time to do that and it would also give the benefit of some

other expertise perhaps that comes from outside the staff while7

e they are developing it.

8 It seems to me that it would be a better idea to try

'

80 to coordinate it than to have the staff develop their position

totally independent presented on July 15 and then require a11

22 rather considerable study of that view and the background.

_f
d.' $3 (At this point in the proceedings, Commissioner

.

Gilinsky entered the meeting.)14

'5 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: That pretty much concludes what,

I have to say abo,ut this. Of course, we did receive a memorandumle

today concerning the proposed backfitting SRM from Commissioner17

18 Ahearne and he is in a position.to explain that one.

is COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That sounds reasonable to

20 | me.
!

~

2: MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I certainly'would not try to'

22 , explain your position.
I

_ COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I would be delighted to.23 -

| My position is simply that for a long, long_ time $nd I tried to'

24

i

25 give some of the background, there has been a struggle to try to |

|
TAYLOE ASSOCIATES i
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,

8 get defined what it is that is connitted to a time of
'

|

2 construction permit. I was very sympa thetic to the comments

3 of Mr. Stello that I read in the transcript of one of the
.

caetings where he was essentially saying that it is going to4

5 be very, very dif ficult to go through that' kind of a review

6 unless one has the thing fairly clearly defined.

7 So we looked at what had happened and it was brought

a to my mind that we had some time ago dropped into the abyss

and the Commission asked the staff to develop a particular rule9

io by December 1, 1981 and it never reappeared.

it !1R . CASE: It shows you how dif ficult it is.

(Laughter.)2

}( COMMISSIONER AHEARflE: Yes.i3

i4 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: You also made another point

is that you didn't think that this ought to go out for public

is comment. We should just implement it because it is an interim

iv , position.

is i COMi11SSIONER AHEARNE: Right.

!

CHAIRi1Att PALLADIM0: With which I uould be sympathetic,-is

|

!but I would like to see it oublished.2c
;

C0!!!!ISSI0flER AHEARNE: Yes.2: :

C0ilf11SSI0flER ASSELSTillE: I have a somewhat= broader
:-

To a certain' extent
]concernaboutthestaffrecuirenents' memo.23

it takes off on the first point tha t you nade, Jo$i, and. that24
,

|is, given the fact' that it is going to be almost impossible to23 ,

6
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' ;use the construction permit as a baseline or to apply this to

piants before they receive an operating license, it' struck me*

tthat the staff requirements memo and what we are trying to do
.

* Ihere, in essence, amounted to an attempt to force fit this

jprocessonto50.109. I wonder if it just wouldn't be simpler5

to say or have a simpler staff requirements meno that says*
:
!

!basicallyuhatwewant is for operating reactors, we want to see7

.done a cost benefit analysis using the factors that are used bya

4

' :CRGR and done in the same manner as that done by CRGR. That

analysis would be the basis for the judgment on whether on'

'' ; balance the requirement should be imposed rather than trying
'

4

:to say, we are going to use 50.109 but we are attempting '.o! :2

L[ !
take some things out of 50.109 and change the things that ar'e in23;s

24 'it, simply have a simpler staff requirements memo that says,

for new requirements, that the staff intends to impose before15

1

imposing them, that you do a cost benefit analysis using the"

factors outlined in the Charter rather than trying to work things"
:

te into and out of 50.109.

It just seems to me that it is more complicated and'S

:urbersone this way and it would be more straight forward to2:

2: do it the other way.

:: C H A I R!i A ?! P A L L A D I rl 0 : Let ne tell you what I have here.

.

22 fos have to permit me to use a two-step process because. things

happened in twc steps. One, I made some comments'to modify _the
; a

existing staff requirements meno and I am going to hand out25

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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' copies-of that. Then I got John Ahearne's memo and'there were;

2 some points I liked in it and so after we see what changes I

3 had proposed in the first place, then I would hand out to you

d
! my second part and see if we have an agreement. I think I have

5 about ten copies _here.

8 (Whereupon, the previously mentioned documents were

7 djgtpjbuted.)

8 CHAIR!!AN PALLADIN0: The first comment is to add on

I paragraph one, "No action is being taken at this time with8

respect to plants holding construction permits. The Commissionso

11 will revisit that subject on the basis of the completed staff

12 study called for in paragraph 6 below." That seemed worth

f( is speci fying early.

Then on the bottom of the first page, cross out the84

is word, " redundant," but then explain more clearly that nothing
.

in the directive shall require the staff to make'a review foris

!

i7 an individual f acility of generic requirements approved by the
,

la EDO based on a review by CRGR unless " review of site specific

issues was postponed to the site specific stage" or the ED0is

23 . determines that special consideration is needed for individual
i

as ifacilities.

22 | The word, "that" on the top of page two is misleading

23 and I think the word, "the" is less misleading.

;

I had a problem-with paragraph four becatse it
|

-24

i 25 defines as regulatory requirements things that I have been

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL REPORTERS
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saying and others have been saying are not regulatory requirementi
,

2 so I would insert, "for'the purpose of this SRit."

Then if we keep six in accordance with your request,3

I suggested inserting, "In conducting this study the staff shalld

consult with the Regulatory Reform Task Force."5

Nfter I g'ot Commissioner Ahearne's comments, I made5

7 the f ollowing suggestions. I would first go back and delete

the last sentence in paragraph one that I just added.a

(Laughter.)9

to CHAIRMAN PALLADION: I would then delete paragraph

six and substitute the following, "With respect to plantsit

holding a CP, any change enbodied in the Standard Review Plan:2

I
't is that is in effect on this date shall not be considered to be a

i .s backfit. Any future change to the SRP shall be considered to

be a backfit and shall be reviewed by the CRGR. Any. plant-
is

specific requirement that is in addition to the SRP shall beis
i

considered to be a backfit. The Plan called for in paragraph 5
17

is shall cover backfitting of CP holders as described above."

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That is acceptable.
is

2c CHAIRMAN PALLADIM0: _That picks up your thought?

C0!1!!ISSI0HER AHEARNE: Yes.
2:

CHAIRMAM PALLADIN0: It is a11ittle more definitive
- 22

kandmaybewewillavoidunduehardshipismaking-thisstudy.as

I don't-know if the staff has copies. If'not,'we can_makeo
24

25 extra copies.

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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;

' MR. CHILK: They have them.

* CHAIRMAN PALLADIl10: So my proposal would be to take

' a combination of first step and the second step.

#
COM!ilSSIONER AHEARfE: That shous balanced good

5 judgment and I think I can support that.

* CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All right.

COMMISS10flER AHEARNE: I would like to get a reaction7

a from the sta f f obviously.,

* CHAIRMA|1 PALLADIN0: That is why I wanted to make sure

that they had a copy. It wasn't invented until about 20 minutes'

'' ago.

12 I think this is somewhat in keeping with what Victor

23 Stello had said last time. If we had a cut off for these,

,

things, he could work with it and the baseline using the SRP's'd

'5 did seem like a good suggestion.

'o COMMISSIONER ASSELSTIHE: Uhy doesn't Harold and Ed

'7 and Darrell come up to the table.

18 COMMI SS I0i!ER AHE ARNE: They prefer to mutter in the

'S background.

2o MR. EISEtlHUT: He are trying to understand what that

21 oaragraph means.

22 CHAIRilAll PALLADINO: All right.

| 1

| COMMISS10f!ER CILI:lSKY: They were going to tell us| 23

,

24 at some point what the problens were with 50.59 at:d why it
|t

25 hadn't been implemented in the past.

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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' !!R. TOURTELLOTTE: I think one thing that I would like

2 to know the answer to relative to the current Standard Review

Plans is, for instance, if we take the language in this new

d paragraph six, does that mean that there is an immediate ratchet

5 of all items which are in the Standard Review Plan to which the

licensee has not yet committed and does the licensee if this'

paragraph is put into effect, is the licensee thereafter pre-7

cluded from taking exception to any part of the Standard Reviewa

8 Plan or is it thereafter cast in concrete or with rebars and
'O appropriately, that this is the only thing that they can do?

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARME: We have a regulation on the

12 books now that requires for any application -- I guess that is

'l is an OL application -- that is docketed after May 17, 1982. They

have to give a comparison to the Standard Review Plan.14

25 MR. CASE: It would compare but not comply.

le COMMISSIO!1ER AHEARNE: Right. That then will give

17 a baseline which you can work against. .

18 CHAIR!1A!! PALLADIN0: My feeling would be if they took

exception to the Standard Review Plan at some point and youis

.

approved it, I would say, and the basis was the one_that'

20

21 existed on April 14, 1983, that that would not be a backfit.

22 COMMISSIO!!ER GILI!! SKY: Jim'is askina about the
1

ma unapproved ones.

24 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: The unapproved and tie unanalyzed

25 parts of the SRP.

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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' fir. CASE: They are all approved.

* C0ili4ISSI0tlER GILI. SKY: At this end.

'
!!R . CASE: The things that are in there have-been

# approved.

11R . TOURTELLOTTE: They are not all analyzed though.

!!R . CASE: They are analyzed. They may not have-been*

analyzed your way, but they have been analyzed.7

C0!1:1ISSI0tlER AHEAR lE: I was looking for something8

that we could take as a baseline and there it is.*

' ~

TOURTELLOTTE: Analyzed beyond "this looks good11R .

'' to me" kind of an analysis.

22 CHAIRilA|1 P ALLADIll0: I don't think that paragraph

says that you don't analyze them. It was just trying to define* '3

'' what a backfit was for a CP. I think all of the other things

and maybe I haven' t seen all the words that might have to be-'5

'5 changed --

'7 11R . CASE: As I would read that, it would say for

a fellow who comes in and doesn't.neet the current versionis

.of the Standard Review Plan, that the staf f could if they felt .
''

fiit was needed from a safety standooint and.we always take this2c

i
into consideration, require him.to meet the Standard Review Plan2'

|withouta'backfitanalysis. That is the way I read it.22

f C0:1!4ISS10ilER AHE ARilE: 'And if he did'not want to meet23

i

. the Standard Review Plan, he would have'to have tYie analysis.24

I
| as C0!1MISSI0ilER ROBERTS: How many CP plants are there
;

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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'
that fall in tha t caregory?

2
MR. CASE: That don't meet the current --

'
1 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Yes.

4
f1R . EISENHUT: That are required to be evaluated.

1

|against the current version of the SRP?
i

.

*
COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Yes.

7 C0fillISSIONER AHEARNE: Probably a lot.

8 MR. EISENHUT: There will be a lot.

* C011MISSIONER AHE ARNE: Because they are coming in

|with their OL applications.'

'' f-1R . EISENHUT: flo . Any one that is docketed now,

i2 has to undergo the flay 17, 1982 SRP rule deviation evaluation.

~i '3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That's right.

'' MR. EISENHUT: But all of the CL's in house nou

'5 and the vast majority of pending future OL's, the majority of

'8 then are al ready docketed. In fact, I think there is probably

'7 no more than a dozen units to be docketed in the future after

is this point. It would be all of the plants where you have

| multiple units, the Palo Verde 1, 2 and 3 which stretch out'S

! or another five or six years to the last20
f unit would fall in

21 tha t ca tegory.

| CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: I am not sure that I understand22
:

ithe iaplications o f what you are saying, Darrell.23

24 f1R . CASE: This thing as I read it wouldPbe applicable
t

to a fellou who we had already issued an operating license. He25

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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i

has a CP. He application for an OL has been under review for
!
' 2

12 or 18 nonths and yet still this would apply to him.

3
COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: In other words, he has to meet

4
the current Standard Review Plan.

MR. CASE: He has to meet it if the staff thinks he

*
has to meet it without going through an analysis.

7 MR. EISENHUT: If you look at the plants in the

* Beville Report, for example, that just happens to be the listing

* of the OL plants under review today. There are oniy about three

' or four of those that were docketed after May of 1932. You can

'' certainly count them on one hand. All of the other plants,'the

t2 OL reviews are presently underway. They are not today required

I '3 to meet the latest version of the Standard Review Plan. Today

'# they are not even required to be evaluated and have all of the

'" deviations evaluated.

'8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Right.

" CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: That's correct.

is MR. EISENHUT: The way I would read this would be

S that if the staff decided that from a safety standpoint, a

; particular Standard Review Plan upgrade or meeting would bezo
1 *

j appropriate, then the staff could do it without going the23

j 22 formal process -as articulated in the previous five paragraphs,

|
|

23 that is the rigorous cost benefit analysis by CRGR. That-is the
,

| e.
24 way I read that paragraph.

g

25 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTIME: Yes. I think that is right.
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MR. CASE: I don' t quite remember who the suggester1

i .

was, but with all due deference, I would suggest that this might2

be something that the study group consider. I would hate to3

4
jump in or jump out.

CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: Yes. I am a little leery myself.5

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: What I was willing to use was*

for those plants that do provide the comparison against the SRP,

that that then is now a baseline.*

MR. CASE: It is a clear baseline and it has a lot*

of advantage's f rom that standpoint. I am not sure of all the'

other implications that go along with doing this so quickly.''

I think it would grant the staff a lot more freedom,-32 As I say,

authority, or whatever the right word is and perhaps that is'

what Mr. Tourtellotte had- in mind in his original proposal .'"

'' MR TOURTELLOTTE: I don't know about that. I do

agree with Ed. The problem is that it is so intricate and it'*

is so complicated that I was going to suggest earlier that the'7

suggestion that you had made and I think I would suggest now'8

that this suggestion also might be something that the staff'S

would want to study and come up with some kind of a proposal2

and be able to talk it out and be able to . work it out so2'

that we know precisely where we are going and know exactly
~

22

how we are going to apply this.because if we give general23

guidance to the staff without telling specifica19y what it
~

24
.

t
neans, then we are going to be back into the mess that we have25
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' been in all along,
s-

2'

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: The proposal is not complex.

The proposal is simplicity itself.

* MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes. The proposal is very simple

5 but the question is what does the staff do with it and I don't

think right now we have a clear picture.5

7 MR. CASE: One shouldn't be under the impression that

a the process has no controls nou. The process has controls. I

personally believe that when the study looks at those it might9

uell conclude that there are enough and they generally include")

li discussions with the licensee or the CP holder at the time
.

i2 saying, is there any staff position that he doesn't. agree with
|

! is and he can appeal the decision and it will be considered by

successive levels of management based on cost-benefit analysis14

or any argument that he wants to make up and to the office15

s

se director.

i7 It relies on applicants to disagree. The. system that

is Jim is trying to construct relies on only the staff doing all

19 of the work. It doesn't take into account the possibility that

2c the licensee might agree with it and so why are we. going through

zi all this.

22 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Are you talking strictly about
i

23 pre-GLLplants or just more generally?

-- 2.: MR. CASE: It is- more specifically in thI CP review
.

2 process.

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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'HR. DEilT0ti: I think there are two or three points'

?

like that that cut across this. One is, let's take Salem. How*

Let's take the first|would you read this to apply to Salem?'

/

one, the changes we have all talked about to be needed. If we#

are not careful, we are going to create a gridlock where all*

the changes that everyone would agree on have to be extensively*

7 evaluated. In 1983, we are spending about a half a man year

and 550,000 per issue to do the type of regulatory analysis*

' that is wanted.

f COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Al ready.'

'' MR. DEBIT 0N : .Already. If you ask the licensee to do

something that is an improvement because we have learned from22

- f~ . experience or research or whatever basis and he agrees to,I '3

If hethen do you really want to go through and document it.''

'5 is asked at the low level, he could appeal i t. This process,

in effect, would require that level of expenditure on almost''

every new action taken across the board.'7

is COMMISSIONER AllE ARNE:
If it were a requirement.

19 As I read it, there is nothing that says that if a licensee.

, wishes to make an improvement.or a modification and you people2o

have looked at and agreed that it is safe to do it and he wants'21

I

ftogo.aheadanddoitwithoutyoumakingachangeinthe22
.

I

) !

j req ui remen t .23

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE:
But, Joh, thit order is a

24 -

t :

everything inI
,

f requirement uithin the Ldefinition of this thing,
'

25
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4

8 that order whether it is confirmatory or otherwise.
2 COMMISSI0tlER AHEARME: It it is a change that requires

3 an amendment to the license, but if it isn't a change that,

; requires an amendment to the license, why can't he do it?4

2

5 flR. CASE: He can do tilat without even asking if

it doesn't require an amendment to his license.6

7 COMiilSSI0ilER GILINSKY: It seems to me you do have.to

i a give an answer to that question. You can't review the Salem

rOQuirements or any similar -- we don't need to get into9

,

) any specifics -- as an opportunity for the licensee to volunteer.to

:

j ti f1R . DENT 0il: Some of these are clearly backfit issues,

things that we didn't require before, we were not that smart, we12

i /

ip uant to make a number of changes. He has agreed to make themna

because he perceives them and then we have an order, a literali4

is reading of this, I think would require that I do that kind of

1 is analysis on each issue.

i7 COMillSSIONER AHEARilE: A lot of the things that you

had the licensee do in Salem are things that hea has to do tois

nake sure he lives within the regulations.39

f HR. DEllT0ft: Some are and some aren't.; 2o
t

i 23 IIR. CASE: The current definition of the regulations.

4

22. COMi1I S S 10tlE R AH E ARilE : The regulations that he has his
,

i

22 license under.

u !!R . CASE: Some of them aren't, John. -Tkereismore'

d
25 ' frequent testing to be requiredL at Salem than any of the other

!
-,

i
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,
plants.5

2 MR. EISENHUT: Yes, because the definition that was
,

3 used on number one is the operating license and look at Salem 1,

it was issued seven years ago, and certainly the testing, for4

example, and the tech specs is no where near to what it is5

6 that came up on the second unit. This backfit would be a backfit

i

7 on both units.

8 MR. DENTON: I think we need to exanine this one about

9 optional. In other words, do you want the staff to do it even if

to the utility sees the wisdom of it. I think I read it to say

it that it imposes any time we want a new requirement. I think

12 you five didn't hesitate this morning to suggest new backfits on

f
( is Salen and at the same time, today we are talking about each

.

one would require this kind of effort is the way I read this.i4

is COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: What backfit did we suggest

to this morning?

i7 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I suggested one.

is COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: He said we five.

i, MR. DENTON: I meant collectively.

2o COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But that is collectively.

;I was wondering which collectively -- individually.2

I-

| MR. CASE: Individually.22
I

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I think there is a misunderstandingi

23

24 .at least where I was going. I don't really beliepe at least for-

t i
,

those recuirenents that have been made to date and have been25 ,
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8 commi tted to, I didn't want to suggest that we should now go

2
, back and analyze it. I don't think anything in here suggests
!
'

3 that.

d 11R . CASE: Ue haven't gotten to that point. He

5 haven't taken the step yet on Salem.

|
| 6 [.1R. TOURTELLOTTE : The other business, too, the
|

7 question about what we do with those things that an applicant

a might commit to, I think that is something that we want to

S consider very carefully for a couple of reasons. One, I think

to there shouldibe an avenue open between the licensee and the

si staf f that we can agree and say that is the sort of give and

12 take in the ordinary regulatory process that I think is very

! '

is important.

I
'

Certainly if the applicant sees something that theyi4

is can do, they might want to do that for operational purposes

ie as well and certainly if there is no impairment to safety,,

17 they should be allowed to do that. ,

io. The other thing that I think we have to be careful

'

i, of at least the criticism that has been levied against us in

2o the past is. that in some instances they get put in a position

2i of economic leverage where they can't do anything but agree.

22 That is the sort of thing that we want to avert if at all

23 possible.

i i1R . DENTON: I thinktheissueneedsto$e. redressed24
1

25 so that they have some opportunity. But I hate to see a system ~
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1 uhich would require us to get over that threshold on every change.

i

I would prefer a system whereby if it got appealed, let's say,
-

2

3 to divisional level or my level and we couldn't resolve it

4 between us, then we would revert and go do this and make it

s official.

e I'n effect, I think you have now swung the pendulum

7 all the other way. You put the entire burden of new changes

8 on the staff.

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I thought with regard to the

operating licenses, there was agreement but I gather now thereto

is isn't. Is that right?

12 MR. CASE: He are just citing practical difficulties

13 with such a system.p

14 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Ed says, yes, there is disagree-

is , rent.

MR. CASE: Certainly it can be done. Anything can be
te

done.17
-

~

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: The impression I got when we
is

, star ed was that basically you wepe in agreement with this19

docunent.2c

MR. DENTON: It is a big advance f rom what it started
2i ,

|with.
| ,2

(Laughter.)23 ,

;

! MR. DENTON: be can live with whatever ghe Commission
24

i

23 wants to impose.
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,

/
' COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: He sounds like a licensee.

* MR. DENTON: I think this o;te point about options,'

should it be required when it is' optional or not, kind of'

,

structures the process. This 'seems to give it no flexibility#

'and we would have to_do it all. I would have to question
~

'
'

.

whether you really want to do it for OL's or CP's. That process*

''

is g'oing very smoothly. I hear very little appeals. It is7

Standard~

v'ery seldom that anyone appeals in that process.8

- s

Review Plan, i'n the years of experience the utilities have had*

i now neeting this, have cut out that process.

I would just delete the requirements to look into"

that area unless sone 6ody knows of a reason to-do it.12

1 I
( '3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What area?

'd MR. DE'NT O N : Th~e,CP/0L area. That area is coming

right along. If I flad my drothers, I would pick a statement'5

like Commissioner Asselstine's or do it like that.15
,

87 COMMISSICNER GILINSKY: It seems'=to me one has to have
,

s
3

a view or som'e' view of a process and how it is functioning. One18

S
view you hear of ter, expressed is that it is . wildly out of! 18 ,)''

sn
control and that there are excessive'reluirepents co'mpletely2o _

out of line with any co.,ceis able benefits that flow from them22
s

,5
and my view is that the ,sgstem is pretty reasonable but couldg22

4 [- \

beimprovedtoa-certalx'extes;.t,makeit'moreorderly,perhaps.23
-,

,

It seems pc me that [im'sg view'flowbfr$morhis-24'
t. 4.

< *y
~

position -f}ows ~f rom t'he former vieh? that things are _ really
da

2s
& \
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|
'

| very far out of whack and you really need a v'ery tight control
1 2

to bring them back to a reasonable point.

' He have to decide. These things have safety

# implications one way or another and where do'you strike the
*

balance. He have not had any sort of presentation other

than reports that people complain. ,0f cour.se, people complain.*

CHAIRMAfl PALLADIl10: In the trade journals, one finds7

numbers. ' There were some recent numbers where there are claims8
s-

, s
,

that the backfitting requirements or the ilhC requirements --'

,

COSMISIIO!!ER GILI|lSKY . That just isn't a basis for'
|

S. ,

u s to ta k e t h'i s 's o r t o f a c ti o n , I don't t.hink.''

12 C H A I RftA tt P A L L A D I!1 0 : Maybe what you are suggesting
,

~

:.( !

is that we'get more definitive data on that.l
'3

i r A '

I would like to underst'and the process a littlei 'd >

I -
'

'S better,

l i
~ the costs that have b,een
!

'S MR. DEflT0ti: If you look at'

,

reporten and I guess the questionaire that Jim sent out did not''7

go through this process of risk that he:would.have us go throughis

[I .. i

>

89 but a lot of -- ,''

a
,COMMISSI0flER AHEARtlE: (But he made it very clear in' 2o '

,

y 28 his' letter that it wasn't a denand for information, right?
f '

4

'

! 1, e

o

2: f1R . TOURTELLOTTE: Co'r r e c t .'

23 MR .- DEilT0il: My perceotion in reading those things-
j

i / , g
,

is that they do go back to issues that were'before the24
.# ,

1 , , s.
;

Commission and dea' t with prior :to the CRrIR.
'

''

25 I think if you
. , .
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look at the impact of that in regularizing the process for new

il
' 2 generic issues and safety issues, that process is working and

3 new issues that apply to both OR's and OL's or anyone or going

through there.and that process is achieving it. Most of these i'

5 calls were rules of security, fire protection, equipment

qualification and things that the Commission considered verye

7 -arefully,

e I think the CRGR is being very effective and I guess

I only raise the question of do you need to add on more of9

. to these types of checks to a process that I think these calls

it were associated with activities of a few years ago.

12 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: What we are talking about though

] is is devising a new process, a process that will put greater

4 certainty into our regulatory system and you can't talk about

the processes going well because we had taken measures in theis

is past several months when the basis for doing that is simply

17 perhaps a little shif t in the management.

is COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Could you give us an example

i9 of such measures?

f

2o MR. TOURTELLOTTE: In what regard?

S 2: COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I may have nisunderstood you.
1

!I thought you were saying that we imposed requirements on the'
2

;'

; industry that were result of a slight shift in management here,22

i

II assume. U
24

.(
25 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: What' Harold is saying is this used.
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3 to -be a problem with this but it isn't a problem any more. .The

' 2' process is going well so we don't have to change it. What I am

saying is that the process if it has changed atiall and I feel3
;

4 like it~has probably changed somewhat but I am not sure what the

5 magnitude of that change is, but even if it is changed, it

hasn't changed because we have established new standards for*

7 staff conduct.
,

J
a It has changed only because somebody in the management

t

is responding to the sua criticism that has been made.8

io Ue-have changed the system out of reactivity but we

tt do not have a blueprint for the future. What we need is aj
-

blueprint for the future, how we are going.to deal with it.i 22

!
.-/

if a C0t1MISSIONER GILINSKY: Ue have-a system. We have to

i
14 have a feeling about whether it is working well or not working

3

is well. You have your view. I must say that -I can't tell whether

the number of requirements that perhaps shouldn't have beenis
g

imposed is one percent or ten percent or fifty percent. Myi7

!

te inclination is toward the low end.

There is nothing to base any of this on. - Ul tima telyi9 ,

j c it comes down to a safety judgment unless you have.some

J

different scheme for deciding these things and none of this2i
'

t

|has been presented-to us. We don't have a picture of a reactor
. 22
i i

and a list of reouirements and some demonstration that half of23

! riem shouldr.'t have bee'n on there or whatever. Iffyou had that,'t24
(

you could say, well, we' need a different system.25
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' HR. TOURTELLOTTE: I understand that. I am concerned*

'* as anybody about the lack of information about it. It is very

di f fi cul t to get this information for a number of reasons. One

is that the records haven't been kept in this way and no one#

has been concerned about it. But you don't have to have -- you"

don't really have to have -- a whole lot of information to*

understand the simple logic that what we have done in many7

instances in the past and the requirements are still therea

is that we have imposed requirements without making an analysis*

and therefore, without making the analysis, we have no way of'

~

knowing whether say by through systems interaction, whether that''

has a positive effect or safety, a neutral effect or a negative12
_.

-(
I 13 effect. ,

14 C0it!!ISSIONER GILINSKY : The system has been a

relatively informal one and it is becoming increasingly formal'5

'8 over the years. It is now a great. deal more formal than it was

17 ten years ago. That has to do with a lot of things, the way

is it was set up.

19 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I agree, but don't you really

believe that we ought to know when we impose a requirement that2o

is different than one that is suggested, that we ought to know21

whether it has a negative effect on safety.22

I 23 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: .In principle, I have to agree

| g.
2d with you. One wants to evaluate things as well as you

I

| 25 conceivably ~can. It is also true just as we are accused of
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i
doino in other contexts, that you can revtew things to death,-~

I 2
things that are sensible things.

3 i

i You have to strike a balance. I am just not

!4

persuaded that things are so bad that you need these drastic
5

solutions.

CHAIRMAN PALLIDIN0: Let me go back. Harold, could
.

7 you answer for me what in paragraph two, for example, is a
g

! problem. " Proposed changes in generic requirements, for which*

,

9 !
*

ibackfitting decisions and findings are required by 10 CFR 50.109,
10

'shall be submitted for review by the CRGR in accordance with

11
the CRGR Charter." Aren' t you doing that now?

12 i

MR. DErlTON: That is pretty much the way'it is
,

'i. "
| working. Unresolved safety issues are going through there, yes.

'i4

; CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: " Proposed changes in regulatory
.

15 requirements applicable to only one or a few specific plants,
16 i for which backfitting decisions and findings are required by

i" ;10 CFR 50.109, need not be submitted for CRGR review."
'*

!!R . DENTON: I was going to paragraph one, I guess,

'' uith my Salem question, Mr. Chairman.
.

*
CHAIRi1AN PALLADIN0: I skipped paragraph one for.a

*' 'pdrpose. I want to see'where we have agreement and where.we

22
,have disagreement.

MR. CASE: In the middle of that number two, it says#'

i
'e-

4 jthat you have.to do this analysis and it is goina to take time.
,. ,"

q

** I and noney. _The' question is, is it worth -i t.'
.
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i

| - CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: I am just trying to find out'

2 where we are disagreeing. " Analysis for either generic or...",

' II put, " plant specific proposed changes shall be generally as
!

' described in the CRGR Charter and referenced in item 3."
'

* MR. DENTON: That is what we don't have for Salem.
8 The SER did not go in to the details on the cost and the risk

7 reduction. Some of them just seem obvious and that is, I think,

,the question, the threshold. At what point if the licenseea

agrees to do them, do we then need to do that kind -of analysisS

' ithat this would call for?
!

" ' COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I would say that even on

| 22 those~it somehow our intuitive sense about the cost was way
,

|(~
' '3 off, I would expect that the licensee would say, " Wait a minute.

You guys don't realize that this is going to cost 100 times
'24

i 4
'5 f or 10 times what you think it costs." We would probably think

I
te it over.

| MR. DENTON: Yes, I would think so.{ "
i ;

| i

j MR. EISENHUT: In fact, there was a little bit of18

'

.,

lthat,i 1S

i

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: I gather the word " plant specific"
;

|

| jat least gives you a problem? You do the other, don't you?21

| :2 MR. DENTON: The generic is going that way now,

!

|yes.23

! . !

.
24 1 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: Now, on plant speci'fic you would j\

;
$

i

like to say something like if challenged by the applicant or
'

as
i
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.

'
, word to that effect and then you would do it for plant specific.

-

2 MR. DEllTON: Yes. What I have in mind if it was

so important to him or it cost a lot and he didn't want to do

' I it, then we ought to be required to prove our case but not just

5 do it automatically.

8 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: The one problem that I have with
a

7 that is that it is arm-twisting in a sense.

8 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: It seems to me just the other

S way.

10 CHAIRl1Atl PALLADIN0: No, it isn't. Yes, you are right.

It COMMISSI0ilER GILINSKY: In fact, I wonder if there

:2 ought not be some further threshold there because if-an

{ is applicant will just say from now on in every case we want' the

analysis and tie everybody up here and wie are going to havei*

15 3,000 cost benefit analysts around here.

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARilE: Except in the case of Salem,

i7 I don't think that would likely happen because the plant-is down

te and I think it is well understood that until the staff says that.

they are comfortable with the plant going up, it is not going to19
.

20 come up. At least in the Salem. instance, that-is a definite

2i threshold that the licensee has to pass.
;

! COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: But it shouldn't have'to22
,

)
23 idepend on something like that.

24 CH AIRilAtl PALLADIi10: The economics are r*dal.
(

L
25' COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: ILwas just saying that.that cuts
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i
against the idea that the licensee would automatically say

i 2 ,

analyze everything.

/3 HR. EISENHUT: We have an appeal process internally
.

4
uhere ue tell the utilities in a formal letter that if you

5 run into these kinds of problems, have a management appeal
.

6 process at each OL that comes along, we have a senior management

meeting where Harold or Ed and all the division directors meet
8

with them. I meet with the senior management of the company

and I tell them that if you run into a problem where you think

10 the staff is ' going beyond the requirements, I am counting on
''

you to call me.

'' As Harold says, there are very few times it happens.

" There may be a feu little items but by in large, we take that as
.

'# an indicator that the reviews are going along. In fact, the

'"
utilities are telling us they are going as well as they ever

'' have and, in fact, things are noticeably improving. He had one

" utility who recently accelerated his OL schedule and one of the

18 reasons he announced was stability in the process.

'' I have to take some comfort from the fact that' the
2 process, I really believe, has stabilized and we just don't get

that many complaints coming back from the utilities. Maybe there2'

22 is a lot of arm-twisting going on but if it is, it is at a very

low level and I really believe that there is just not that much23

#

( poing on. There is a process in place.2*

COMMISSI0rlER GILIUSKY: I hope there is some going on.25
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MR.'EISENHUT: He have an office letter that went'

to all the staff that said the Standard Review Plan is the2

reouirement and if anybody goes beyond it, here is the formal'

procedure. He have a letter that goes.out to all the reviewers#

on 0L's telling them that this is the procedure. For every5

question you ask, we want a reference beside .it as to which*

SRP number you are using as the guidance to tell you to even7

,go ask the question. So it is a pretty thorough program.8

* HR. DENTON: Part of our concern is that we have.gone

from zero documentation as Jim says for the regulatory analysis'O

a few years back to now, a really substantial and an ever''

increasing amount of information needed on cost and risk32
_-

I '3 reduction.

'' The ouestion I am trying to raise is, is that effort
:
t

needed for every action or not or is there some threshold of'5

'S resistance.
-

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I am sure that somewhere in all
I

se of this material is the answer to the question, but Harold you

might be able to give it a lot faster than I could find it. Is39
'j

there some provision if paragraph one were to go into place,|
2c

i

is there some provision that'would enable you to take emergency| 21

22 ! action?
I

| MR. CASE: Not unless it was written in the procedures23

i
e'-

that are required to implement. this policy. But I would expect24 !
,

t_

25 that it would be in. there. You would need an emergency
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'
provision.

* CHAIRt1AN PALLADIi10: Yes,- I woul d think that you would

' need an escape clause.

# C0flMISSIONER ASSELSTIf!E: There are a couple of

* provisions in 50.109 that I would take it would still apply.

'For example, in no event are you required under 50.109 to do .*

~

7 this kind of analysis for an information request nor are you

required to do this for compliance with any action that is8

necessary to assure compliance with the rules, regulations or*

' orders of the Commission.
'' So if it is a question of somebody not being in

compliance with the regulations or with some rule or order of12

i
* '3 the Commission, then you don't go through this analysis in any

i

event. That is the way I read 50.109. Now whether that would'd

|

! cover all emergency situations or not, I don't know.''

25 NR. CASE: This supercedes 50.109.

! COMMISSIONER ASSELSTIflE: That is not the way I had"
i

!

read the Staff Requirements Memo. I had read the Staffe is

; Requirements Memo as basically saying that 50.109 is the core'S

!

2c i docur.ent and you do the analysis in accordance using the CRGR
I

) criteria but in accordance with the standards for backfitting22

i

I that are in 50.109.2:

h
i, C0:1MI S S I O NE.R AHEARNE: Jim, I don't understand that22

i

24 last point. Are you saying that your reading of Ed.109 says
t
'

,

t

that any change made to live within the requirements is not a25
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' backfit?

2 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That's right.

MR. CASE: It is in the regulations.

* COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That is what the regulation

5 now says.

6 CHAIRIIAN PALLADIN0: Is that the way you read it?

7 !1P, . CASE: Yes. But that is-a big -- I will speak

your speech -- barn door because the staff's idea of what it8

takes to comply with the regulations changes with time and*

'O information.

'' COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Could you take a moment out
{
4

and describe what the problem has been in applying 50.109?- That12
'

was one of the things that I was hoping you could do with your
|t

is

expe.rience. It apparently has only been used twice -or something'4

t

85 like that.
.

. .

16 MR. CASE: It has only been used once that I know of.

It is not required to be used. It says the Commission "may"17

na back fi t under 50.109, el cetera.

It doesn't say that you may only backfit under 50.109.19

2o C0!!!!ISSIONER GILIllSKY : What is the precise language?

21 !!R . CASE: May.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: -Is it may?
! 22
>

COM 11SSIONER AHEARflE: Yes, "The Commission may...".
23

C0!!MISSIONER GILI!! SKY: I see.
.

25-
t

as IIR. C ASE: So the staf f found -that it could backfit
TAYLOE ASSOCIATESI-
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8 other ways.

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: So it was just a big bother,
;

;

3 .iin effect, ,

*

MR. CASE: If the licensee got on his hind heels and*

5 'said, "I am not going to do this unless you follow 50.109. I
I

l
t e will not give you any other alternative. I won't agree with

ryou. Then the staff would do it.7 "

I COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Is there some dif ficulty ina

* the findings and I remember as I mentioned earlier Howard Shapar
i

' telling me that it was just a problem about making that finding'o

and in ef fect, you had to admit that you were dealing with a| 81

situation in which safety was inadequate and to justify thei2
,

| <
st .

: increase you had to admit a deficiency at the present time'O 13

!

jand, therefore, why was the plant running.14

I

85 i MR. CASE: To provide substantial additional protection

to that is required for public health and safety. The argument is

i

17 fif it is required for public health and safety, you have to do

is .it any way. What does 50.109 mean? It is sort of a circular

| 19 ithing.

[ COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What do we get if we are20

i

21 ! requiring that it be employed?
!

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That is part of the problem.22

23 i MR. CASE: If you require.it to be-enployed-on every
!

! change, then it-takes away the alternative of doiRa it other ways24
(

25 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Let me go back to see where we had
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agreenents and differences. I can understand it better that way.'

.

This sentence that says, " Analysis for either generic or2

.

specific proposed changes shall be generally as described in the3

,

CRGR Charter and referenced in item 3." Then if there was a*

sentence that said for proposed plant-sp'ecific requirements5

that the licensee objects to its implementation, then similar6

7 analysis is required.

s MR. DENTON: Something along that line, yes.

s CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: That would satisfy you. I don't'

to know what it'would do for Jim. I can see one problem.

11 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What is the problem to which

t2 this is the solution?

is MR. DENTON: Let me g;/: you a practical problem.(

':e appear before the ACRS. The ACRS says that we recommend:s .-

this plant be licensed provided and they put it something oris

16 other. ' e may agree with that. Then how do we deal with that?.

You can deal with generic issues on a longer time frame. We17

can collect costs and we can do PRA's and go through the processis

and you don't have any pending cases. It is when you get-to a
19

1

|.specificplantandyouhavetorespondtotheACRS'oryouhave2:

i

f to respond to a plant being down or a hearing board request,2i

It'seems to me we need the flexibility to make judgments in that22
1
. area without the full nine yards of the analysis that'we do.22

So if in fact the licensee is more or 18ss willing to24

i
come along because of other constraints rather than have us take25

i
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' the time and it takes my manpower to do this also on some

things. That is the trouble that I have with specific problems2

where we can often vork it out.

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But this would be an improvement--

5 MR. CASE: Oh, yes.

8 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: -- at least insofar as Jim is

7 Concerned because if there is objection, then there is a

procedure by which it is going to be resolved.a

S MR. CASE: We would only say that we have that now.

") COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: So why do we need to fix it?

81 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: I am not all that clear.

32 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: In my view, it would just be

rewriting the rule to do precisely what we already do. You are{ is

not doing anything.14

85 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: One thing, if a person objects,

I guess, he could come back under 50.109.16

i7 COMMISSIONER AHEARME: I really am sorry to raise this

and maybe you can eliminate this confusion very quickly. Itis

is is an issue that Jim raised. In looking at 109, (a) it is pretty

20 clear what backfitting is.
.

-2: COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: But (b) and (c) take away

22 from (a).

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That is what I am trying'to

#
.

24 understand.
l.

(Laughter.)25
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'
COMMISSIO!!ER AHEARNE: What is lef t af ter (b)?

*
MR. CASE: tiot much.

'
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You see, (a) says that

#
backfitting is --

*
COMMISSIONER ASSELSTI!1E: A new rule.

*

|
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: -- any additional, elimination

7 or modification system or components af ter the construction
8

| permit has been issued. So that is after the CP, any of these

*
modifications. But then (b) goes on to say nothing in this

' section shall be deemed to relieve a holder of a CP or a license
'' from compliance with the rules, regulations or orders of the

f
2 Commission.

:.

At least my understanding, and maybe this is just myE '3

'#
.

faulty understanding, is that --
[

'' MR. CASE: Watch out when you say that, John.
!

|,
(Laughter.)'8

'7 COMMISSIONER AHEARilE: My understanding had been

is that the complaints that we.get on backfitting -- staff has

said in order to live within the regulations or the rules of'S

the Commission, here is something that you have to do or here2

is.an order to change something but number (b) says, that is21

22 okay.

23 MR. TOURTELLOTTE:. But what is wrong with the

s'
interpretation of saying.and this is an interpretation, of'sayinc. 2d

|
- that yes, you must meet the rules and regulations of the25

|
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' Commission but that doesn' t of its own force relieve the staff
1-

* of the responsibility of. making an analysis for arriving at that

new requirement in the first place.

COMMISSIGHER AHEARNE: There is nothing wrong in#

saying that. The problem I am now facing is that where number5

one says you must follow 109 and the staff has to do these8

7 ana]y3js, I read (b) and that Could be interpreted as saying

except for all of those things that we require the licenseesa

to do in order to live within the rules, regulations and orders" S

") of the Commission. That almost sounds like the null set.

It COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: But we make the rules.

2 MR. M0MTG0MERY: T'h a t is the reason that the rule was
.

! is only applied one time. It is also a good reason why we
,

14 recommended the rule change.

'5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But, John, it also means that-

I am then really puzzled by what does one and two require the16

i

! 17 sta f f to do?

18 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Also, as indicated my interpretation
a

is is that it is a tortured interpretation. On the other hand,

the interpretation which you just gave said that-the Commission '

2o

21 passed that rule and within the bounds of the same rule, they

defeated the rule that they passed.22

23 IIR . CASE: It is entirely possible. I was there at

e'-
24 the time.

;

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I am quite willing to believe
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5 that having been here now five years,

2 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: That is in terms of statutory

3 or regulatory interpretation, that is contrary to generally

accepted rules of statutory and regulatory interpretation. It4

is generally considered that someone is going -to pass a rule5

or a law particularly within the bounds of its own -- that6

individual section is going to be consistent and should be7

.a interpreted to be consistent.

I suggest that the interpretation that I gave evenS-

though it may sound tortured because for 13 years, we have doneto

it it the other way, is more of a consistent internretation than

12 the one offered to the contrary.

; is HR. CASE: You should be interested, John, since you

brought up the CP thing, when this was proposed, it was proposed14

along with a requirement that the matters which are approvedis

ie at the CP stage 'are the following and a list was concocted and

n it went out for comment to the industry saying~what comment do

i8 you have on this list, are there things to be added or things

to be subtracted, and the general response was this was-no good-is

and this was a very complicated' thing to do and it would t'ake a2o

long time. .So we never made that section of the rule effective2i

while we did make this part-effective and one without the other
22

23 just didn't make any sense.

I
CHAIRi1AM PALLADIN0: This is why I have Erouble with

24
,(-

-2s- (a) because I don't know that we have ever- defined what a
TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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' construction permit is.

*
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: We have never given it very

specifics.

#
MR. CUNNINGHAM: I think the Bailley decision came

*
pretty close. !

,

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But the Bailley decision led*
.

to the series of requests to the staf f, okay, let's non develop7

8 something.and that never happened.

What the Bailley decision did is, I think, reraised*

i the consciousness of at least some of us or raised the"'

consciousness of some of us that this really was an issue that''

32 was unclear.

k '3 MR. CUNNINGHAM: -And it is still unclear.

'' COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: What all this' discussion1

has said to me is that 50.109 has some real problems in'5

understanding what the thing does or means or whether it serves'6

17 any useful purpose the way it is now. I would_ go back to my

earlier suggestion that we might be farther ahead if we set's

'S aside 50.109 and just said in simple terms what we want.

2o CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do you have that written down?

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: No. I didn't write it up,2'

but the more I looked at 50.109, the more confused I became22

about what is covered and what is not covered and how it applies23

and how it wouldn't apply if'you are taking out C9's.24

2s COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.
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I
' - CH,' IRMAN PALLADIt10 : I was tryina to understand the

:(
*

differences. I don't know if it is.ysorth continuing that way.
,

I would understand now what the difference is if we made that
* proposed change on that next sentence. I don't think the rest

5 of it gave you a problem on the first two, did it?

e MR. DEtlTON : That's right.

7 MR. CASE: I would make your site-specific, site and

8 plant-speci fic issues.

* CHAIRilAtt PALLADINO: What is that?

' COM!11SSIONER AHEARNE: Site and plant. You have

modified to just site-specific at the botton and he is8'

2 suggesting site and plant.

~( '3 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: I see. .All right.

84 COMMISSI0tlER ASSELSTINE: Is it site or plant?

'5 MR. CASE: I would_just say, " plant," but it could be

'8 site, too.

17 COMMISSIO!1ER ASSELSTINE: I would just say, " plant."

Plant-specific covers the site.'G

19 COMNISSIONER GILINSKY: You are.still continuing with

2o a notion of a 109 review.

21 CHAIRi1All PALL ADIfl0: Yes. I was just trying to find

22 out where the differences were. I know I don't have agreement.

23 If I had heard Jim's well enough to have gotten it down, I
'24 might support it. -

as' COM!!ISSIONER AHEARilE: I came in this afternoon
#
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prepared to support the 109 review. But Jia has now -- I never8

2 looked ht that. ;

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: It is an interesting rule

* COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It sure is.

i CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: I had more troubie with (a) than5

6 I did with (b). .

7 MR. CASE: (A) is very peculiar, too.

8 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Even the test, the standard
|
'

. ,

9 i ts el f , I gather there has been a considerable amount of

'o uncertainty about what it actually means.

|
l' MR. CASE: If it is required, it has to be required;

||

|under the regulations, so you keep hitting your head.' 22

|

|( ,
COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Yes.ts

I 14 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What do we do now?

'5 COMi1ISSIONEP. AHEARNE: I woulc like to see Jim write

up what he had suggested.16

|

17 CHAIR!!AN PALLADIN0: I haven't quite given up on 109

|

although I have some sympathy with Jim's approach. Give ;ne!
is

|

the privilege of another ten minutes at most.19

23 C0t1MISSI0flER ASSELSTINE: Sure.

2: CHAIRilAN PALLADIN0: Does number three give you a

22 iproblem? " Ensure that the staff, in making backfitting

i

' decisions and the findings required by 50.109," assuming we2a

''
made-the change to the previous one.24

.

25 MR. DEllTON: The same kind of change that unless it
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* crossed some threshold of a complaint.

* CHAIRMAtl PALLADIfl0: "... considers that information

normally reviewed by the Committee to Review Generic Requirements:'

as documented in Section IV-B of the CRGR Charter approved by#

the Commission on June 16, 1982." If you made the change in*

' two, this wouldn't bother you?
..

7 MR. DENTON: That's right.

CHAIRilAN PALLADItt0: I had some problem with number8

8 four.

HR. CASE: I would put a " generally," so you didn't'

have to do exactly the same information."

'2 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: It says, "normally."

'3 MR. CASE: flormally, that would be fine.

'' CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: It says "normally," right there,

'' but " generally" would be fine, too.

'5 MR. DENTON: Recognize the time problems. For

example, if we did get in to doing one, it could have time17

implications on specific plants where I read three to be moreis

on a specific plant so once we kick off the need to do'it, it19

gets more time consuming.'20

2' CHAIRMAN PALLADI!!0: That's right. If it'is for a

22 generic requirement, it would go to it.

23 i1R. DEilTON: Tha t's right.
~

o-
24 COMMISSIONER AHEARilE: You are on number four.

,.
!

25 CH AIR!1Atl PALLADI!!O: -On number four, my problem was
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'
. that number four defines as a requirement things that are only --

'i
'2'

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I thought one of the great

advances here was to narrow the definition of requirement.

' CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: I was willing to go along with

* it for the purpose of this-SRM.

MR. CASE: I think that is a useful addition for the*

,

7 purposes of this SRM.

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Of course, if we follow
.

Commissioner Asselstine's approach, then he can reword it*

'O so that it can be explicitly identified what is covered.

'' COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That's right.

2 MR. CASE: But if this is to be a requirement for

staff imposed changed, then there is no need for puttingi '3

regulations or rules in there because they obviously come from'4

'5 the Commission.
1

26 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That's right.

87 MR. CASE: It is a null set. It doesn't do any harm.'

f

18 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That's right.'

k
is : COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Except that I thought underlying

.I
this -- well, one of the advantages I saw to it was to require2o

Commission required changes to neet some standard of logical21

n consistency.

2a MR. CASE: But don't ask me to do the cost benefit'

''for the standards you have already approved.24

2s COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: .But those ought to be picked
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up though under the generic process, shouldn't they?-
'

* COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Why?

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Regulations, proposed

regulations, go through the CRGR review.#

MR. CASE: Whatever the staff would propose,-yes.*

* COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That's right, but not what-

changes the Commission makes. Yes, you are right.7

a MR. CASE: But not what is added at this table.~

'

* COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That's right.

' CONMISSIONER GILINSKY: Why would you put regulatory

'' Guides?
~

22 MR. CASE: Because they are the mechanism that you
,.-

use to require a new requirement. They are not requirementsl- '3

'd of and by themselves.

'' COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: We keep saying this is an

acceptable way of meeting a requirement. The requirement has'8

already been established. This is an acceptable way of. meeting-'7

is it.
-

19 MR. CASE: But some say the staff will not accept any

2o other way'and-that is the: mechanism.

21 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: It seems to me that we have
.

22 to decide.

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: Sometimes they have1some;other

thingsislipped in that are a .little bit. stronger $han just,24

-(

iffyou do.it thisfway,-you will:get by. -They; prescribe things.25
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I
in such a way that you can't --

2
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: But originally, the --

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I agree. That is why I had'

4 to put for the purpose of this SRM.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I wouldn't even say for the

purpose of this SRM. "Do you really want to run them through8

r
7 this sort of process?

MR. DENTON: Guides are now going through CRGR. All8

new guides are getting reviewed generically.*

' COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The Reg Guide is just by

'' definition generic, is it not?'

22 MR. DENTON: Yes, it is.

'3 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: Let me ask you a question. Do

''
1 you need number four?

.

MR. EISENHUT: I don't think so because the regula-''

tions or rules, any generic order if it is a package of all''

gpggpg, jg ggggpgjjy.Comes here. Standard Review Plans, Reg17

is Guides, all that stuff geas through the CRGR already. It is
.

'S all listed in the CRGR Charter.
.-

2o CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: My purpose was to make as little

change as possible. Is this number five a problem assuming2' ,

that one change in number two?22

22 MR. EISENHUT: No.
c'

!

24 -CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: Then, of course, we know about

2s number six. But you are arguing that rather than jump to
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something such as the alternate six, you think a study would bei

2 better.

MR. DENTON: It depends on the study.

* CHAIRf1AN PALLADIN0: I thounht you wanted a study.

4

5 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: No, he didn't want a study.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: Ed, I thought you said you did.

7 MR. CASE: I said that it was a matter of degree.

8 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: A study is better than

' paragraph six.9

M) H R'. CASE: Yes.

11 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: These are different fallback

12 positions.

is 'C0i1MISSIONER AHEARNE: If you are going to throw.hime'

in the oil, he would like the heat turned up slowly.14
.

(Laughter.)is

te CHAIRilAN PALLADINO: Then I say six ought to do a good

i7 job for you. By that I mean, you saw some light in the approach

that John Ahearne had pr'oposed and it might give you an opportun-is

ity to define better what ought to be done to construction19

2c permits. You didn' t want to jump right to it and I don't blame

2i i you. You propose the study better.

MR. CASE: As long as the study includes vhat we are22

Idoing now --
.

23

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Maybe we don't und$rstand what
i

you are doing now?25
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5 MR. CASE: I think that may be true.

2 CHAIRMAft PALLADIfl0: Maybe all you have to do is to

3 define it and start doing that.

4 MR. CASE: That's good enough.
.

5 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What about your ten minutes?

6 CHAIRMAtl PALLADIfl0: Give me one minute more. As

7 I understand it, if we made the change in number two and. one

'possible uay is to say that the proposed plant-specific require-a

9 ments that the licensee objects, then the analysis would be

to called for.

That would make this palatable to. you?ii

12 MR. DEllT0ft : Provided we all agree on how Salem would

is fit in with one. One seems to lay right on the principal[
'

requirement and what is my escape for one?i4,

is CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I was relying on the fact that

number two picks it up.ie

COMMISSI0flER ASSELSTI|lE: Except that there are some
i7

things in there that wouldn't --18

MR. CASE: I think a better place to fix it up would
,,

2o be in one.

MR. EISEtlHUT: One and two could really be put
2i

together. There are two aspects. One-is the generic aspect
::

i

and one is the plant-specific aspect.23

MR. DENTON: One at the moment did.not Wave-this idea24
,z

.in there of the optional.--
| 23

f I
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' MR. CASE: Or if the applicant agreed.
4

2 MR. DENT 0ft: -- if the applicant agreed either.
,

!

3 MR. CASE: Then the emergency provision,-I think we

4 could leave that to the detailed --

5 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Let me ask you this. If we
1

set up this system, why wouldn' t an applicant always ask for 'a6

7 reyjew? .

8 MR. DENTON: lie mi g h t .

9 MR. CASE: If he is told it will take six months to

80 get it.

81 COMMISSIONER AHEARilE: And he is not goinp to allow f

12 his plant to come up.

(
'

is C0!!MISSI0flER GILINSKY: Then we get back to this-

,.

i4 whole business of imposing these --

is MR. EISENHUT: Look for example at Salem. Before the

16 staff can make any determination on any one of the items on

i
17 iSalem, they would have to go get some information.

!

| COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Suppose you are talking aboutis

!

jimprovingfireprotection?- _io

!

2c : MR. EISENHUT: That one, I guarantee you, they.will ..

;

jall. appeal. If you look on top of the list, fire protection25

.and environmental qualification are their two biggest complaints.22
'

23 COMf!ISSIONER. AHEARl!E: I'think, Vic, if-the olant ais ,
';

) g'. ,
' operating and these are advantages that ar_e being proposed bya

i
ithe' staff that nust be made on some future scheduley-then I2s

i
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'
|would expect they would ask. 'I f 'th e 'pJa n t is down and these
1 |, '

.' \ , 1
* |are changes the staff has haid 'it viculd be in order for us

i m

to have confidence that the pl'abt.,can come up, then I woul'd-:'

s
< 1

'

,~
# expect that they would o,nly ask'in the case that they feel (

,
-

,

' that it is really egrggious.
,

I, s
8 . .

Yps, I think that is right.MR. EIS EtiHUT;<ss
'

i%
ilR . TOURT'ELLOTTE:e I have heard t.he phrase used.$n'd7

s; .

8 appi,1 4~,"" Physician, heal thysel f," but I have seldom seen
9,.; <.

* it app, lied when a brain" tumor was the problem.
3 <s

~

' ;Raugh{er.) <

,.( s> s

' ( g jlR . TOURTELLOTTE: lit is always ' ery difficult for' v

\N i s ,_

a physici~an to do that f or himsel f. The thing that amazes mev2

- \ .
<q x.s.

alic u t this' exchange and I think it is a very interesting exchange'3

n u.

84 and in arriving at an agreement, J think''it is very interesting
'

'3'- e
to hear whatNh'e folks in licensinge are'saying, but you have to'5

'
1,. '

understand th'6t 'where' we are coming to is simply codifying wha.t
'

55
i k

i .

57 we already dot si
,,

* n' i,
.

If that is the casp. what we ought to do is fold theseis

papers up and forget about backfit' ting, forget about the SRM and89
, -

.;4 ,,

go home becausep- hat the staff is really telling you "and what I30

.t
4 i.; 'u

hear from Haroldibight pow is that the~ staff does notEwant to do21

.e bs .s
n|the' analysis. They want(to require the' licensee-tp do the2:

'
i i

Thatis. precis 3ywhatisredited-now.
,

123 analysis.
. :- x

2C ! ' They want thergjo ~be in a position where they have to~

,

( s. 3.

cone in and denanstrate.that they do,not have to haveLthisas
( ,
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,

I
s

+' backfit,and that is what happens now. So we are not changing 4

i - 4 '

th'e process. Allwear'edoingiscodifyingx{t in an SRM. It' *
'

s 3
3is not; changing s.ubstantially what is now goin's on.' ' *

' -

,

i COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: For what it isqworth,'d
, ,

Commissioner Roberts agrees with you. I think you just made5
,

i 1s

5 an excellent summary. f
,

; i
s

! 7 CHAIRMAN PALLADIi!0: There is one differenc'e. The
,

:

analysis has to be made by the staff if theM object at -leasta
1

3 - , e
1 s

thesway I perceived even this change. If they come 'back and
!

'

object to a proposed item, the staff has to make the-analysis.8

A *
>.

I s n,' t that.wh5t you want? At least, you want that much.| M
e ,

12 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I don't think it is going to make

: 13 a lot of difference in light of the fact' th'at in most instances
.

<

> j
. is required by the staff, the guy who is on| 14 when the backfit .

the other side, the licensee, is in a position of economic,'5 3 .

k

leverage and he has the alternative of~ putting in' a widget16

for two million dollars or; contesting it and the staff-is'then17

going to be in the same position. They are going-to say, "Oh,18

yes, we will do the analysis but your plant won't start up for'' 19

i

2o- another six months."

2i- COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: !!e are not . recommending. that.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What would happen under your
! 22

23 proposal? Suppose I didn't make the change proposed by Harold.
Cwhat happens on.an applicant and-you tell me that I have to put24

,.
i

a water level indicator- and won't. start up until you do it?25
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' Now what do I do under tile backfit rule?

' 2 #

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Unde.- the backfit rule if we were

to come to a conclusion that we needed, for example, a water

d level indicator, we would have to make the analysis before we

5 make t at requirement and when we come up to the time that we
4

impose that requirement on them, we would already have thee
,

'7 & alySis,in hand.

s COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: But that is what they are

8 doing noi?

' 11R . TOURTELLOTTE: No, it isn' t.

" COMMISSIONER GILINSt.Y: On water level indicators?

'2 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: On that one, yes.

8 CHAIR 1AN PALLADIN0: 11aybe I didn't pick the best!
,

14 example.

'5 11R . TOURTELLOTTE: There are a lot of requirements

which are still outstanding generic requirements which CRGR is16

not reviewing and which have not been analyzed and we.are' still17

requiring that they be imposed,is

is COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Continue on this. Here is a

2o plant that is shut down. The staff says that we think that in

21 order to restart, you have.to put in this particular device.

Under the current system, your concern is the staff does-not22

have to have prepared the analysis to show that device is really23

''
24 needed on a benefit and cost basis.

25 |1 R . TOURTELLOTTE: On a safety' basis even.

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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4

I
- COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Any Lnalysis, detailed1

i(-
1 2 analysis, documented and presented. Under your proposal, they.

3 uould have to de that.

d MR. CASE: The way he is proposing, let the plant
|
.

5 operate in the meantime.

|
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: May I finish? It would seen8

to me that under your proposal, however, for the plant to operata7

1

e the staff has to -- someone like Harold or'Darrell or s teone --

has to sign off and say, yes and let's say the plant has just9

!. had some kind of an accident, yes, I believe this plant is.now10

'
it safe to operate.

|

12 It would seem to me that they might not be in a

[ position to have finished the analysis to say in. order .for theis
,

, plant to be safe to operate, you have to put this device in,| 14

but I don't see how we could by rule and/or by directiveis

i

i is require Harold to say, yes, it is safe to operate because he
;

i7 would be in a position of saying, I believe or my staff has told
;

is ce and I agree that they have to put this device in and we.>

1

haven't finished doing the analysis ~yet, so I cari t say that'
19

!

2o this device must be put in. I think in conscience, he would
,

mi have to say, "but I can.not sign this piece of' paper saying the-

.

plant-is now safe to operate." i

* 22 ,

1

I think the Chairman is right. Once-the plant is-23

Edcun, whoever.does the analysis is - -
!(.

24

| COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: In a'way, John is making a25
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point. At bottom, you are dealing with a safety judgment. It

2 is not a lawyer's judgment. I don't know if he put it that way.

8 I COMMISSIONER AHEARilE: I think it is a conscience |

4

d judgment.

s MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I think a safety judgment is a

judgment that concerns all of us whether we are lawyers or5

7 gngjneers or managers.

8 COMMISSI0tlER GILINSKY: I don't mean that directed to '

you because you are a lawyer and Harold is an engineer. What I9

am saying is that where you strike the balance itere. has to beH3

determined not on the basis of administrative procedures orsi

whatever, but on the basis of where you think the plant ought to12

_ r' be and is the current process arriving at a set of requirements. ( is

14 that is about right or way off,

If you can make the case -- the same things that youis

are suggesting in these individual backfits applies in making -

is
d

a case for changing the rule. If you make the case that things17

are way off and backfits are required which are way out of line,
i is

unreasonable and not worth the money, then I am ready to supportis

changes, but I guess that case at least as far as I au concerned,
,

ao

that case'has not been made.25

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: If he says that I am not ready to
22

sign off on the safety of this plant, he ought to be able to23 ,

state a rational basis for why he isn't able to s4gn of f on it.24

25 ! That is all I am saying. As far as that goes, the

I ~
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.

Administrative Procedures Act requires that Na not act'
,

::
2 arbitrarily or capriciously.j'
3 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: The Administrative Procedures

Act doesn't say that he has to start up a plant that'he is! 4

5 worried about.

8 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I know, but it does say that if
.

,

he decides, it. seems to me, if he decides as an administrative-7

' '

act that he is not going to allow that plant to operate because -

e

it is unsafe, he has a responsibility to the person to whom he8*

t

is making th'at or the entity, to explain why he believes it.isio
:
.

81 unsafe.

It may well be in the scenario that is given that12

g
that turns out to be one of'those (a) case but that is only oneI( 13

But what we are talking about is a broad range of cases
.( I4 case.

where that is not going to be the case in every case. That
is

is might be a worse case.
.

r7 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That's true.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: What we want to do is regardless
is

,

of the regulatory action that we are taking if.we 'are-telling.to

them they can't go back up or if-we are telling them they can20

only go back up if they. put'a widget' en, we should state a2i

rational basis for our position and .not simply because I don't22

feel good in |the pit of.my stomach about this.23 i

. CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: Uait a minute. I Think most of l
.

l24
.g

the things that have been put.on these: plants starting |with25
.,
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ECCS was because we thought you would need them and they were
2

( intuitive. Ilhen automobiles started and I don't know if you
l 3

remember what kind of braking system they had, but there

4
were people that had intuition that you have to stop this

5
some time and they didn't wait to prove it.

6 So I wouldn't dismiss technological ' intuition.

7
As a matter of fact, most innovations came about by intuition

a so I wouldn't dismiss that our of hand although he may have to
8 say that that is my intu' tion.

10 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: There is a difference thoughs

11 between intuition in my view and engineering judgment, what
12 I would call scientific or engineering judgment based upon
13 a reasonable set of f acts and just a gut feeling or intuition.,

6

14 CHAIRMAN PALLADIrl0: There was very little analysis

15 when people said, "By golly, we better have accumulators.

|
.

16 You have to get water in there fast." There is-no way you
II

17 could have analyzed it.|j
1

fg 18 I would like to ask a question about nuutber one.
l

19 30Mt1ISSIO!1ER GILIllSkY: You are past your ten

f 20 minutes.
i d

''

21 CHAIR!1Atl PALLADIN0: All of the people spoke part of
I:

22 ny ten minutes.

23 (Laughter.)

24 CHAIR!!AN PALLADIll0.: What findings afe required for

2s 109? It says, " Ensure that changes t? regulatory

.___.
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1

requirements proposed by the NRC staff for facilities licensed

2
to operate and which fit within the definition of backfitting

3
as found in 10 CFR 50.109...".

.

4
11R. CASE: Provide substantial additional

5
protection as required for the public health and safety.

8
That is the finding that you have to make.

7
MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Correct.

,

8
CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: Where does it say that?

'

9'
COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: In paragraph (a), which

10
also doesn't saything about costs

"
MR. CASE: That is correct.

12
COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: It is purely a benefit

''

judgment.
1

'#
CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: Now you make that judgment

15 that it is required and new because you made that judgment

18 this says you have to go and make the analysis.

'7i COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: But if it is required for

'8i the public health and safety.

k i1R . CASE: You are saying require the finding in18

i '

j 20 every case but only the analysis if the licensee objects.
i

f
21 CHAIR!1AN PALLADINO: Are you sure? " Ensure that

22 changes to regulatory raquirements proposed by the NRC staff

23 for facilities licensed to operate and which fit within the

624 CFR 20.109 aredefinition of backfitting as found in 10
t

25-

classified as such and are imposed only if the. findings
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' required by section 50.109 are formally made and documented."
2

( So if.you say that backfitting is needed to protect the

public health and safety, now what must be do?
# MR. DErlTON: I could make that and that is sort of
5

f a tacit finding we make of ten. One though would couple that

6 with three that in making such backfitting decisions, we

7 would prepare the regulatory analysis documentation.
8 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: It is a combination of

8 one and three together.

MR. DENTON: Yes, j10

" CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Except-as defined in number

12 two that says you don't do it if the --

13 MR. EISENHUT: It doesn't say. I read them as-*

1
14 separate. If the first one, you are:saying, only applies

15 to generic, that would be a different interpretation.

16 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: I was trying to make number
!
| 17 two modify that.

18 MR. EISENHUT: I think that was our question about-

;| 19 Sale ~m because it would say tliat before you require management
$ '

i 20 evaluation and study, you would do a cost benefit analysis
J
j 21 or give consideration as to whether one is'needed. It really

!
22 puts the burden on the staff to decide that the plant is

23 unsafe rather than the burden on.the utility to demonstrate

24 that the plant is actually safe. You run'inte a major

(
25 problem. The burden has got-to stay with the utility. The'

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1

staff is just not equipped to do it.

;' 2
6 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0: But if it were written such

3
that you only had to do it if the applicant objects.

4
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: It seems to me-that there

| 5
has to be some kind of threshold. It is like hearings. You

6
can't let everybody who comes in and asks for a hearing get

7
a hearing.

8
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: If the whole context were

9
changed, that for a proposal to which the licensee objects,

10
that is the one on which you would have to make an analysis.

"
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: It seems to me that you '

12
may well end up in the situation where that is asked for in

'(' every instance and I don't know how you would phrase it

'#
and I don't have an idea of how to do it, but there has

,

1

15
to be some kind of a threshold.

" CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: For operating licenses?

17
! COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I thought we were talking

'8i about more generally.

f MR. CASE: No. He is just talking operating
a

j 20 license.
i

k CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Operating license.21

'!
22 MR. CASE: But it could be abused.

23 IIR . DENTON: The difference I-see as between

24 general generic and specific, generic ones regily lend
(.
-

25 themselves to doing formal analysis and it works well. They

. _ _ _ - _ - _ _ .
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1

are being done. It is only when you get to the specific

i ones that present the difficulty because usually you have

3 not anticipated it and you may not have the information you
4 need and yet you have to make a timely decision on it.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: That's right.

8 MR. DENTON: This kind of rolls it over and says

that every one of those has to get the same treatment. That

8 is what I was trying to address. ,

.

8 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: So you get in the pre-OL)

to situatio.n and the post-OL situation.

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I think we are focussed here
, ,

12 on pos t-OL.
.

13 COMMISSIONEl'. GILINSKY: If you are talking about
:

14 post-OL then I would guess that they would ask for it every

18 time. Uhy wouldn't they?
9

l

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: If they were down, they

i

17 would.i
,

h 18 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I don't think that this-
2

d 18 thing ought to depend on trap' ping utilitics when they are
a

20 down.'

4
21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You were saying, whyj

E
22 wouldn't they. I was just saying that is why they would.

23 . COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Then you start --

24 MR. CASE: That - situation, John, is no di fferento
>

25 than it is.today.
.
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CHAIRt1All PALLADIf10: You are going to face those.
,

2
( MR. CASE: When it is operating, we can't require

them to put on something if they don't want to do it

#
without an order and surely an order is enough trapping.

5 to satisfy even Mr. Tourtellotte, I believe.

A 8 (Laughter.)

7'

CHAIRMAN PALLADIrl0: You had something that sounded -

8 good enough so that had it been written down, we might have
8

been able to act on.it.
'

10 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I would be happy to try

11 to do that f airly quickly.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADIt!0: I think I understand the

13 differences and I will work with Jim to see an alternative
!

14 that he may or may not buy.

15 I am sorry that we are not ready to vote but we

16 apparently are not ready to vote.
!

17j COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I would be happy to put

18 down the thought that I had fairly quickly.

I 19 CHAIRiiAN PALLADIi10: If there is nothing to~come

I *

| 20 before the Commission at this time, we stand adjourned,

d
21 (Whereupon, at 3:30 the Commission adjourned-to.

i:
22 reconvene at the Call o f the Chair.-)

23

24 --- .

n,

b l25
i
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman Palladino,

Comissioner. Gilinsky
Comissioner Aheaine -

Commissioner Roberts
-

-

- .

Comissigner Asselstine.-
.

FROM: James. R. Tourte11otte, Chairman
Regulatory' Reform Task Force - '

) ..

SUBJECT: STAFF REQUIREMENTS MEMO--INTERIM GUIDANCE ON
.

BACKFITTING DECISIONFe --r^^ - -
-

|
--

.. .
-

! Attached 'is' a revision of the Staff Requirements Memo on backfitting as
directed .by the Comis-sion in its meeting of March 31, 1983. The

contents of the cismo were coordinated between the offii:es of the
i Executive Director for Operations and the C'hairman of the Regulitary
,

Reform Task Force. _._ ._----. .
. .

It may be apprcpriate to coordinate between the Staff and the Task Force
in conducting the backfit study mentioned in paragraph 6 of the SRM.

j Qualitatively, such coordination would add the perspectives of other
] offices to that of the Staff. In addition, it would facilitate the

disposition of.the ultimate issue to .be addressed in the study by having
the Task Force' input conconitant with the development of the Staff
position rather than having that input after the report is developed.'

,

- :-
,

Enclosure:'

Revised Staff Requirements Memo
-

.

* .

9

e

O
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'
MEMORANDUM FOR: William J. Dircks

*

Executive Director for Operations
'

FROM: Samuel J. Chilk, Secretar'y _

'

SUBJECT: STAFF REQUIREMENTS - INTERIM GUIDANCE On BACKFITTING
DECISIONS -

,

. . .
,

The' EDO is directed to undertake the following activities:
.

1. Ensure that changes to regulatory requirements proposed by the NRC

staffforfacilitieslitansedtooperateandwhicsfitwithinthe

definition of backfi.tting as found in 10 CFR 50.109. are classified

as such and are imposed only if the findings required by 550.109
~

are forriially rr.ade and documented. --"_r-
-

'

.
,

2. Proposed cha.nges in generic requirements, for whi.ch backfitting

decisions and findings are required by 10 CFR 50.109, shal1~ be

submitted;for review by the CRGR in accordance 'with the CRGR'
-

Charter. Proposed chances in regulatory requirements applicable to
,.

.

only one or a few specific plants, for which backfitting decisions

and findings are required.by 10 CFR 50.109, need not be submitted

for CRGR review. Analysis for either generic or specific proposed

changes shall be generally as described in the CRGR Charter and

referenced in i. tem 3. Nothing in' thi.s directive shall require the
'

s,taff to make a redundant revie.w for an individual facility of

- ' generic requir.ements approved by the EDO based on a review by CRGR .

,

unless the EDO hetermines that special consideration is needed for
.

'
i

intiividual facilities. .
-

.
.

e

.

. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ .
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-
. .

3. Ensure that the staff, in making backfitting decision's and the

, findings required by 550.109, considers Ithat information normally
_

reviewed by the Comittee to Review Generic Requirements- (CRGR), as,

| documented in Section IV-B of the CRGR Charter approved by the

, Commission on June 16, 1982. -
-

|

4. Shall interpret'the term " regulatory requirements" to include ,all

those mechanisms used by the NRC to impose requirements or. set
. -

. _
.

forth regulatory positions requesting CP or OL holder compliance,

including regulations, rules, orders, Standard Review Plan,

. .
Regulatory Guides, official letters and other approved documents.

-.-
-.-..

,

5. Provid'e the Commission with a plan describirig procedures to be

followed in ' implementing ite=s ene through four of jhis directive,

outlining the process to be used, who will make. decisions and how

such decisions will be documented. -
'

.

. -

,

6.. Conduct a ; study to tietermine how-10 CFR 50.109'or an alternative
,. . .

means of backfit control may be applied to plants which have
,

received construction permits but have not yet received operating

licenses. The results of that study along with appropriate
"

recomendations'shall be, reported to the Commission by July 15,

1983.
'

- - -
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Samuel J. Chilk-
.

Secretary -
,

.
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